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UNDER VEHICLE

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 

Under Vehicle Surveillance System  is used for 
detecting explosives, drugs or other unauthorized 
material. Our UVSS solutions are designed to scan, 
monitor and digitally record crisp clear digital video 
images of the entire width of vehicle’s undersides all 
with one permanent system.

Careful integration of components makes our UVSS 
a cost effective and convenient solutions for 
checking, trailers and much more. It’s an ideal 
solution given by Pegasus for government, military, 
corporate etc., wherever complete vehicle 
monitoring is required.

The image can be zoomed to view any specific area. 
This could be mounted under ground in a pit or on 
the surface in ramp type enclosure made of hard 
steel can withstand upto 40 tons.

 UVSS KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

UVSS is a flexible, scalable and IP- based Vehicle access control system, which expand
with your needs and protects your investments. UVSS is self managed 100% automatic, easy to use
and can be controlled remotely reducing operational costs.

     *  Supports Remote Operators  - Operators can be at a remote site, improving security and 
         potential threat to the employees.

Support multiple simultaneous operators, enabling easy change of shifts and for added     *  
         security.
     *  Supports one operator managing multiple UVSS Systems, reducing operator costs.

Auxiliary vides of hard-to-view area.     *  
   Complete data logging, search and review.  *  

Integrated ANPR ( Automatic Number Plate Recognition) (Optional).     *  

 
         
  

     

 How Does UVSS Work?
The UVSS works in following steps:

     1. When a vehicle approaches our UVSS system an event is  
         sent to the UVSS system to take license plate number and
         under vehicle video. Live video images are displayed on the security 
         terminal. The entry barrier if open is automatically closed.
     2. The trunk and inside of the vehicle are manually inspected ( use our E-3500
         explosives detector to detect for explosives.)
     3. A signal is given to the remote operator and the barrier is opened manually.
     4. A loop at the far end of the UVSS System detects passing of the vehicle and 
         the UVSS system takes the picture of the rear of the vehicle. License plate is 
         extracted from the pictures taken (Optional).
     5. When the vehicle passes the barrier, the barrier is automatically closed.  
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Specifications

Security @ your fingertips

 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIOIONS

No of Cameras 4 - 8

Camera Type 500TVL / 600TVL

Total Resolution           

( Horizontal)

D 1 resolution per camera, 

simultaneous and real time

Illumination LED, 3x 85 lumens

Lighting Housing

Stainless steel with tempered glass, 

IP68

Light Control Automatic

Camera Housing

Stainless steel with tempered glass, 

IP66

CCD Protection Stainless steel, galvanized steel

Others

Integrated with S5's EVACS for 

enhanced security

Maximum Scan Speed 20 Kms/hour

Sensitivity 0 Lux (IR ON)

Connectivity to PC 1 GB Ethernet

Functions
Real time color video of bottom, storage 

of video

System Power 230 C AC

Air Cooler Not required

PC Confirguration

Industrial Computer, Windows10, Metal 

Case + Fan less motherboard + 

onboard N270 CPU                       

+2G RAM + 160 HDD + Power board  

+ 12V 5A Power adaptor.

System Monitor 19-23 inch - included 19 inch

Video storage 500 Gigs of Memory Video Server

 UVSS -TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIOIONS

Video Cables Included

Power Supply Cables Included

Field Repair Kit

4 Video Baloons, 4 Cameras, 4 Leds, 

tools to complete installation

Fixtures Included

UVSS - ACCESSORIES ( STANDARD) INCLUDED

Contruction Stainless steel with tempered glass

Environmentally -10 C ~ + 55 C, RH 95% Max

System Controller Industrial Computer

Camera Unit Stainless steel with tempered glass

Ramp Stainless steel

Ramp Size Available in 12 inch blocks

UVSS - MECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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